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From the Director

Innovation, Creativity & Capital at The University of Texas at Austin

November 4, 2015
Friends and Fellows of the IC² Institute:
Fall and winter greetings!
As you may know, there have been significant changes at The University of Texas at Austin since
the last issue of UPDATE. Dr. Gregory Fenves, formerly Executive Vice President and Provost, was
appointed President of the University. Dr. Daniel Jaffe, a longtime University faculty member in, and
former chair of, the Department of Astronomy, was appointed Vice President for Research, replacing
Dr. Juan Sanchez. Since the IC2 Institute is part of the Office of the Vice President for Research
portfolio, I look forward to introducing Dr. Jaffe to everyone at the Institute and working with him
on Institute matters. Dr. Sanchez served as Vice President for Research for more than 16 years and
was instrumental in the guidance and support of the Institute. He will return to the engineering
faculty after a year’s sabbatical.
Recently I was privileged to give the George Kozmetsky Memorial Lecture at the 20th annual
Society for Design and Process Science (SDPS) conference in Fort Worth. Dr. Kozmetsky was a
driving force behind the founding of SDPS, and for several years he has been remembered through
this lecture. My lecture focused on—in my opinion—one of Dr. Kozmetsky’s most impactful and
sustainable contributions, the IC2 Institute. The lecture followed a “then and now” format in that
I discussed what the Institute was like in 1977 and what it is today. Did you know, for example,
that the Institute initially consisted of a single office cube on the fifth floor of the Graduate School
of Business Building, or that the original name of the Institute was the “Institute for the Study of
Capitalism,” or that there was no staff? Now, as you know, the Institute currently has 50+ fulltime
employees, another 50+ part-time employees and contractors, some 190 global fellows, and
programs spanning the globe. George would be proud!
Since this issue of UPDATE went to press the Austin Technology Incubator (ATI) has been
awarded a very prestigious grant from the Kauffman Foundation to support and expand its Student
Entrepreneur Acceleration and Launch (SEAL) program. This half-million dollar grant will fund ATI
when it takes the SEAL program to ten other universities around the United States. Be prepared for
extensive coverage of this accomplishment in the next UPDATE.
On behalf of the Institute, I wish you a pleasant holiday season and a productive and prosperous
2016.

Robert A. Peterson
Robert A. Peterson
Director, IC² Institute

2015

Converting Technology to Wealth
October 13 to 22, the third cohort of the Converting Technology to Wealth (CTW) program visited
Austin for the highpoint of a three-phase learning agenda. Seventeen participants attended from nine
nations: Brazil, Chile, Germany, Kuwait, Philippines, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, and
Sweden. Mentors reported high engagement by all participants.

T

he Converting
Technology to Wealth
(CTW) program draws its
name and inspiration from
one of the seminal courses
developed by the IC2
Institute founder, Dr. George
Kozmetsky, for the Master
of Science in Technology

Commercialization (MSTC)
degree in 1996. Aligning
technology developments
with a commercialization
strategy as directed by the
“voice of the market” was
a key insight when it was
introduced. This concept has
become a foundational tenet

for the transfer of academic
discoveries for societal and
economic impact.
The CTW program focuses
on the “doing” of several
practical steps, directing
participants to develop a
technology case through a

defined process. Participants
in the course apply their
learning activities on a
technology from their
home institutions as they
examine the fundamentals
of technology transfer,
entrepreneurial ecosystems,
valuation methodologies,
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licensing processes, and
negotiation techniques.
This aspect of CTW helps
expand the program’s value
beyond the theoretical and
into reality, as participants
return home with a more
refined technology project
in hand, as well as with
a greater understanding
of the processes and
methodologies to move a
technology into the global
marketplace.

learning process as
participants conduct
research interviews, process
feedback, and position
their commercialization
strategies.

accelerator managers and
entrepreneurs.

Another important part of
the course is experiencing
Austin’s vibrant
entrepreneurial ecosystem
This guided program
first hand. This year, the
in technology transfer
group made an excursion
begins with the Innovation
to Whole Foods for a
Readiness (IR) series online close look at the Austincurriculum developed by the homegrown grocery giant.
Global Commercialization
The trip was planned as
Group (GCG). Online
an immersive experience
preparation is followed with to “organically” observe
IC2 Institute technology
a ten-day stay in Austin to
marketing principles in
commercialization experts
refine technology-to-market action. The CTW group
provide active mentorship to hypotheses with direct,
browsed the Sixth Street
help ground the experiential primary market research.
store in pairs as they
Individuals are placed into
analyzed departments,
international teams to help
interviewed customers and
expand the value of these
employees, and compared
learning experiences. As
findings—examining the
participants return home,
store’s overall strategies and
continued mentoring helps
permeating messages.
them securely integrate their Ricardo Lanzuolo and
new knowledge into day-to- Victor Vera of Chile
day operations.
(with 6,435 kilometers of
One strength of CTW
is in the teamwork and
collaboration—much of
which happens behind the
scenes—as participants
develop synergies with
their colleagues from other
countries who wrestle with
similar challenges of their
own. Networking (via
Facebook) is encouraged
to help extend new
international relationships
beyond the parameters
of the program. Three
cohorts over the past three
years—61 professionals
from 20 countries—have
formed an international
network of peers who
continue to engage in
regular discussions about
commercialization issues.

The 2015 Cohort

The ten-day Austin
course provided intensive
technology transfer
office training, overviews
of commercialization
ecosystems, and panel
discussions with incubator/

coastline) were tasked to
explore the fresh seafood
department. “There’s
more here than in Chile,”
commented Vera, a little
bemused as he browsed
the cases full of packed ice
covered with fresh octopi
and squid, assorted crabs,
clams, mussels, shrimp,
and live lobsters—as well
as a gamut of fish with
fins and scales. Lanzuolo’s
observation was that the
employees working the
seafood counters were chefs
with expertise in gourmet
meal preparation in addition
to meat cutting and sales.
As such, they provide
customers with insight
regarding food preparation,
seasoning, and pairing. This
concept was seen at work
throughout the store, and
where CTW teams expected
to find sales clerks, instead
they found associates who
were well-versed in valuable
end-user information to help
facilitate sales. This integral
attention to the customer’s

“whole” experience helps
ensure repeat business for
Whole Foods high-end
grocery products. The CTW
teams described their key
takeaways as:
1) The importance of
clear alignment across
structure, experience,
employee knowledge, and
communication strategy
for successful branding and
recruitment of customers
2) The value of creating
community that transforms
experiences, deepens
engagement, and improves
commercial outcomes.

Extended Results
The CTW program has
produced a number of
important outcomes. In
addition to the educational
value of the “applied
learning” program, GCG
Director Sid Burback and
Assistant Director Debra
Dzwonczyk conceived the
CTW program as a means to
extend the Institute’s global
network and open new
international collaborative
opportunities.
This goal for the program
has been realized, and CTW
relationships have been
instrumental in the launch
of new IR Series cohorts in
Sweden and several African
nations. Active dialogues
have been opened with
key individuals in Brazil,
Chile, the Czech Republic,
Malaysia, the Philippines,
and Spain, to name but a
few—and positive results
from the CTW program
continue to manifest.
— G. Pogue & G. Robinson
with M. Cotrofeld

The 2015 CTW cohort visited Whole Foods in Austin as part of its learning curriculum. Teams completed assigned
research objectives as they browsed the store, and discussion followed. Photo by M. Cotrofeld.
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Around the Globe

The IC² Institute has a long history of engagement in Poland. This architectural rendering shows the Innovation
Center | Technology Accelerator of the Foundation of Łódź University that was established in 2007 at the conclusion of a
five-year program with the IC2 Institute.

PLUS-IP: IC2 Institute Director Leads New Poland Program

D

irector Robert A.
Peterson represents
The University of Texas at
Austin as a council member
of PLUS-IP, a bilateral
program established in 2014
by the US State Department
and the Polish Ministry
of Science and Higher
Education.
PLUS-IP (Poland-US
Innovation Program) is a
public-private partnership
that brings together
government, business,
and academia to advance
innovation through joint
ventures and R&D projects
between the United States
and Poland—sharing best
practices and expertise
to transfer successful US
innovation models to
Poland.
This effort provides
opportunities for joint
projects between US and
Polish businesses and
organizations aimed at
promoting access to capital,
more rapid and effective
commercialization of
technology, strengthening
and expanding regional
innovation clusters, improving collaboration in key
economic sectors (i.e.,
IC² Institute UPDATE

defense, energy, health, and
science and technology),
and fostering the Polish
innovation ecosystem.
PLUS-IP is led by a
council of some two dozen
governmental and nongovernmental entities from
both countries, including the
US Departments of State,
Commerce, and Defense.
The University of Texas at
Austin is the only university
on the council.
In addition to representing
the University, Dr. Peterson
serves as US co-chair of the
Science and Technology
working group of PLUS-IP.
The working group and the
council met the week of
October 5, in Warsaw.
Regarding these initial
meetings, Dr. Peterson
said, “I am pleased to
serve in this capacity. My
colleague Dr. Tomasz
Perkowski, Vice President
of the Foundation for Polish
Science, and I are dedicated
to building strong links
between United States and
Polish research institutions,
and to supporting precommercialization efforts
for Polish researchers.

PLUS-IP provides an
excellent opportunity to
coordinate efforts with
government, academia, and
private institutions to build
stronger economies in both
of our countries. I look
forward to continuing this
important partnership.”

Previous Projects
The IC² Institute has a long
history of engagement in
Poland. Between 2003
and 2007, the Institute
designed and operated a
program that provided
knowledge-based economic
development projects for
Poland. The projects were
funded through a Lockheed
Martin-Poland offset
agreement and included an
assessment of technology
commercialization in
Poland. The program
established new technology
business incubators
in Warsaw and Łódź,
transferred the UT
Master of Science in
Science and Technology
Commercialization degree
program to the University
of Łódź, and helped to
establish the innovation
center at the University of
6

Łódź. The program also
delivered workshops for
entrepreneurs and provided
international business
development for Polish
technologies, resulting in
new businesses, customers,
and partners in the United
States and other markets.
For more information about
PLUS-IP, see its website at
http://www.plusip.nauka.
gov.pl.

“PLUS-IP provides
an excellent
opportunity to
coordinate efforts
with government,
academia, and
private institutions
to build stronger
economies in both
of our countries.”
—Robert A. Peterson
Associate VP for Research
Director of the IC2 Institute
The University of Texas at Austin

Fall/Winter 2015

GCG

Program
Notes

from Abroad

MDN, Colombia
Colombia
MDN,
Colombia’s Ministry of
Defense (Ministerio de
Defensa Nacional, MDN)
has been working with
IC² Institute’s Global
Commercialization Group
(GCG) to establish a
commercialization path for
innovations that result from
MDN’s various operations
and organizations. A
centralized technology
transfer office (TTO) is
being established with
a governance structure
that includes military and
industry members.
GCG has “trained
trainers”—more than
40 MDN personnel—
in assessing and
readying innovation for
commercialization, as well
as in TTO processes. These
personnel worked with
GCG to investigate MDN
innovations and select six
for international business
development mentoring.
GCG program manager:
Marten Davies

Gyeonggi,
Gyeonggi,Korea
Korea
Year seven of the Gyeonggi
program began with the
selection of 20 semifinalists from 119 aspiring
technology innovators.
GCG worked with these
20 teams in training and
conducting innovation
and market assessments,
followed by a competitive
business presentation. Ten
finalists were selected to
receive further training,
coaching, and international
business development
assistance. GCG program
manager: John O’Neill

KAIST
KAIST Daejeon,
Daejeon, Korea
Korea
On April 1, a new program
year was initiated for the
KAIST-sponsored program
based in the city of Daejeon.
KAIST is one of the
most prestigious research
universities in Asia.
Working with the Korean
Center for Innovation, GCG
assessed 32 technology
teams and selected 20 for
in-depth interviews. Market
assessments were conducted
for the top ten technologies
and representatives of
those technologies received
a week of technology
commercialization and
business development
training in Austin. Five
of these teams are now
receiving additional GCG
mentoring. GCG program
manager: Ian Hughes

KATECH, Korea

Over the next three months,
GCG conducted four
GCG is working closely
training programs as well
with the Korea Automotive as rigorous due-diligence
Technology Institute
processes, including market
(KATECH) to promote
assessment research,
technology innovation
to determine the top
within the Korean
applicants. Two ventures
automotive sector. In its
based in the city of Jeonju,
second year and supported
and five ventures from
largely by the Korean
Jeollabuk are now receiving
Ministry of Trade, Industry, international business
and Energy, the GCGdevelopment assistance
KATECH program serves as from GCG. GCG program
Korea’s national laboratory director: Salvador Alanis
for automotive research.
The 2015 program year has NUS, Singapore
NUS, Singapore
focused on technological
developments enabling
This year GCG has
green and autonomous
completed a pilot program
vehicles. Thirty-five
with the National University
businesses applied for the
program, 20 were analyzed of Singapore to assist
alumni in creating new
in depth, and ten were
provided market assessment businesses based on the
research and reporting. Five university’s research
technologies. In-depth
of these are now receiving
additional GCG mentoring. interviews and market
assessment research
GCG program director:
helped determine six
Salvador Alanis
technologies (mostly in
the biotechnology sector)
Jeonju,
Jeonju,Jeollabuk-do,
Jeollabuk-do,
as being ready for global
Korea
Korea
markets and best suited for
the program’s international
The Korean state of
business development
Jeollabuk and its largest
mentoring. GCG assistance
city, Jeonju, have each
to these six businesses
developed innovation
resulted in the signing
and technology commerof three material transfer
cialization programs in
agreements, and another
partnership with GCG and
four were being negotiated.
KAIST. The two programs
GCG program manager:
began in May with 43
applications from innovators Marten Davies
preparing to “go global.”

Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan
In September, GCG Kazakhstan program manager Erik Azulay returned from Astana, the capital of
Kazakhstan, where he lived with his family for two years while he provided full-time support for a
national initiative, financed by the World Bank, to improve Kazakhstan’s innovation ecosystem. Over
the course of these two years, GCG worked with the DC-based non-profit CRDF to train and mentor
new Kazakh staff of a national Technology Commercialization Center, design and implement a national
commercialization grant program, help Kazakh startups achieve more than $3.8 million in sales and
investments, and help draft a new law on commercialization.
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India
The India Innovation Growth Program (IIGP)
Sponsored by India’s Department of Science & Technology and Lockheed Martin

T

GCG business researcher
Mike Field contacted
John Segar, founder of
International Biomedical,
the global leader in infant
For example, Miracradle
transport incubators.
(IIGP 2015 winner) is a
Together they identified a
passive cooling device that
minor redesign that would
induces hypothermia in
allow Miracradle to be
newborns suffering from
integrated into IB’s transport
asphyxia, to reduce their
incubator, creating a more
GCG works with the
metabolism and enable
complete (yet affordable)
Federation of Indian
recovery to begin at a
neonatal care solution.
Chambers of Commerce
cellular level.
Miracradle founder Samit
and Industry (FICCI),
The product does not rely
Jain confirmed the idea’s
to review technology
on electronics, sensors, or
feasibility, and Miracradle
applications—more than
pumps, thus Miracradle
went from being a solution
1,000 to date— applying
can be priced at about
for emerging economic
the Institute’s registered
one-fifth the cost of current regions to being a global
®
Quicklook methodology to
Rajat Gupta determine which technology industry products, providing solution.
an affordable life-saving
Founder of TESSOL teams have the greatest
solution in regions with
GCG Mentoring
global potential. FICCI and emerging economies. Part
In a similar example, Rajat
the GCG team then mentor of GCG’s commercialithese inventors and start-up zation process is to explore Gupta, founder of TESSOL,
developed a eutectic cold
teams further.
applications and markets and plate technology that
design variations that might provides an energy-efficient,
The Technologies
Over the past three years the expand an innovation’s
passive cooling refrigeration
utility, relevance, and value. system for trucks, in lieu
GCG team has witnessed

“...the most
important day for
my business [in
my US visit] has
been the single
day I spent in
Texas with the IC2
Institute, meeting
potential customers
and partners and
developing new
opportunities.”

he Global
Commercialization
Group (GCG) designed the
IIGP to identify innovations
that solve regional and
global problems, and
develop entrepreneurs who
can foster innovation, attract
resources, and successfully
commercialize technologies.

tremendous depth in India’s
capacity for invention,
particularly in the lifesciences industry sector.  

World-Changing Technologies from India...
Medical Diagnostics
Visceral Leichmaniasis
(VL) is the second largest
parasitic killer in the
world—only malaria is
more deadly. Endemic in
most tropical regions of the
world, and usually fatal if
untreated, VL is transmitted
by the bite of the female
sandfly; it is considered
a danger to 200 million
people in 88 nations.
Individuals who are treated
and survive often develop
Post Visceral Leichmaniasis

(PVL)—a condition that
also perpetuates contagion.
Early detection of both VL
and PVL allows life-saving
measures to be taken to
fight the ravages of this
illness that often strikes the
very young.
Dr. Nahid Ali, an IIGP
participant, has developed
a serum-based dip stick
test for the diagnosis of VL
and PVL. Highly accurate
and shelf-stable for at least
12 months, the dip stick
provides test results from
a patient’s blood serum

in less than 2 hours—far
superior to current tests that
require an aspirate sample
(needle biopsy) from a
victim’s spleen, bone
marrow, liver, or lymph
node, where the parasite
sequesters.
This test has tremendous
potential in alleviating
suffering of VL and PVL
worldwide.

Safe Pest-Free Storage
Romin Guard, another
IIGP technology, protects
stored items from rodent,

moth, and insect infestation
for up to 6 months (and is
also anti-fungal). Romin
Guard nano-woven fabric is
treated with an all-natural,
non-toxic compound
containing oil extracts from
selected plants.
Fabric squares can simply
be placed between layers
of dry food stores (i.e. bags
of grains on pallets). The
fabric may also be stitched
into pest-free storage bags
for woolen blankets and
sweaters.
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Right: Agrasen ki Baoli, Delhi is one
of many ancient Indian stepwells that
were built in centuries past to store
water underground. Essentially unused
and often in disrepair, some of these
structures are being re-evaluated for
current use in light of modern water
issues. Photo by J. Vance. Below:
Undergraduate research assistants
at the India Institute of Chemical
Biology stand between Dr. Nahid Ali,
Chief Scientist of Infectious Diseases
& Immunology Division (far left)
and Sarfaraz Ahmad Ejazi, Senior
Research Fellow (far right). Fifth
from left is Jim Vance, GCG program
manager. Photo by IICB staff.

of systems that continually
run a diesel compressor and
recirculating fans.
GCG manager Ian Hughes
was able to arrange critical
meetings for Mr. Gupta,
who commented, “Of the
two plus weeks I have
spent on this trip to the
United States, including
the time in Silicon Valley
and Washington, DC, the
most important day for my
business has been the single
day I spent in Texas with
the IC2 Institute, meeting
potential customers and
partners and developing new
opportunities.”

—J. Vance
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International Conference on Technology Policy & Innovation:

Milton Keynes Students Present STEM Poster Session at ICTPI 15

T

he IC2 Institute has
led the International
Conference on Technology
Policy and Innovation
(ICTPI) since 1997 when it
was first held in Macau—to
bring together international
representatives of academia,
business, and government
to explore issues of critical
importance for using
science and technology to
foster regional economic
development and shared
prosperity.

ICT & Science in a
Complex World
ICTPI 2015 was hosted
by The Open University
(OU) in Milton Keynes,
UK, and addressed the
theme ICT & Science in a
Complex World. OU Vice
Chancellor Peter Horrocks
welcomed guests on Day
One. Keynotes, plenary
speeches, and parallel
sessions focused on the
specific topics of education
futures, smart cities,
IC² Institute UPDATE

enterprise growth, energy,
data security, and the new
economy.
Conference participants also
visited the UK’s National
Museum of Computing at
Bletchley Park that houses
the largest collection of
functional historic computers in Europe, including a
rebuilt Colossus, the world’s
first electronic computer.
ICTPI continues to draw
on important connections
with the Institute’s staff,
fellows, previous visiting
scholars, and colleagues in
the Austin and international
communities:
• Kevin Johns (Director,
Economic Development
Department, City of Austin)
Keynote Address—Cities of
the Future: Using Collective
Intelligence, Big Data,
Simulation & Predictive
ROI to Build Sustainable
21st Century Communities.
• Robert A. Peterson
(Associate Vice President

for Research at UT Austin
and Director of IC2 Institute)
Plenary Address—The
I-Corps Program: Future
Applications

• William Hulsey (IC2
Institute Fellow) Parallel
Session—The IP Legal
Industry in Transition:
A Model for IT-Based
Innovative Collaboration
• David V. Gibson
2
• Donald Hicks (IC2
(Associate Director, IC
Institute Fellow) Parallel
Institute) Book launch and
Session—NetWork: The
Parallel Panel Session with
Industrial Internet as
coauthor Lene Foss—The
Entrepreneurial University: Catalyst for an Emerging
Adjacent Possible
Context and Institutional
Change
• Elin Oftedal (former
2
• Carlos Scheel (IC2 Institute IC Institute Visiting
Scholar) Parallel Session—
Fellow) Book launch
Renewable Energy: An
with coauthor Leonardo
Attempt to Gain Legitimacy
Pineda—Innovacities;
in the Petroleum Sector
Parallel Session with
Aguinaga— A Systemic
• Dariusz Trzmielak
Approach to Innovation:
(former IC2 Institute Visiting
Transforming Products into Scholar) Parallel Session—
Systems
The Drivers and Barriers
of Science and Business
• Cliff Zintgraff (IC2
Institute Program Manager) Cooperation
Parallel Session—Bringing • Margaret Grzegorczyk
the Technopolis to Teachers: (former IC2 Institute
Using Regional Science and Visiting Scholar) Parallel
Technology Plans to Drive
Session—Building
Reforms in Teaching &
Partnerships in the Process
Assessment
of Knowledge Transfer
10
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Opposite page: The student group from Stantonbury School relaxed before they
presented a STEM poster session on clean energy issues. Photo by A. Okada. Top
right: International Conference Chair David Gibson and Local Conference Chair
Bill Nuttall addressed the ICTPI Audience. Photo by R. Seaton. Second right:
King Henry VIII School youths reported on their robotics project that has qualified
for the VEX Robotics World Championships. Third right: The Wavendon Gate
School team as they set up their presentation on interactive game creation. Lower
right: The poster session was highly interactive; Ale Okada is shown here in a
conversation with students from all three schools. Photos by C. Zintgraff.

& Commercialization of
Technology
• Donna Hulsey (Head,
ACE Academy, Austin)
Parallel Session—
No Limits: How
Differentiated, Customized,
Hands-on Instruction
Inspires Creativity and
Entrepreneurship in Young
Learners.

Something Special
This year, students from
three local secondary
schools—King Henry
VIII, Stantonbury, and
Wavendon Gate—presented
a STEM (science,
technology, engineering,
and mathematics) Poster
Session to conference
participants.
The session exuded
excitement as the
students exhibited deep
understanding of their
subject matter, as well as
high interest in the other
projects on display.
Students from King Henry
VIII School presented their
work in robotics designed
to perform specific tasks,
which won the VEX
Robotics UK National and
has qualified the team to
attend the VEX Robotics
World Championship.  

Asim Poptani described
why he enjoys working
with hands-on robotics
design, “We’re learning
new skills that apply to
real world situations and
provide real solutions.”
Stantonbury School’s
team presented inquiry
information on Solar
Panels, Explore Energy,
and Electric Cars, while
Wavendon Gate School
introduced computer games
that the students had coded
with the programming
language Kodu.
The poster session was
initiated and organized
by Cliff Zintgraff from
the IC2 Institute and Gerd
Korteum from The Open
University (OU), with
support from Annika Wolff
and Ale Okada from OU’s
Knowledge Management
Institute.
Stressing the importance
of STEM education,
Zintgraff says, “If regions
are going to be effective
in developing technology
economies and benefit their
citizens in the process,
they need to develop
local talent. This is both
a large challenge and a
large opportunity for cities
around the world.”

“We’re learning new skills that apply to
real world situations and provide real
solutions.”

—Asim Poptani, Student
King Henry VIII School
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technology entrepreneurs
learned to apply Lean
Launchpad methodology
to their latest innovations
through real-time adaptation
of the scientific method and
the Business Model Canvas.

customer development
while getting expert
mentorship. The most
important thing they
learned? “Don’t marry
your ideas. Get out of the
building and talk to people!”

After placing first at the
Boot Camp, the team will
Twenty-three
continue interviewing
entrepreneurial teams
potential customers and
attended two days of
learn more about ordering
intense training, followed
software that is already
by “Demo Day,” when
available. They hope
top teams presented their
this will allow them to
innovations to investors,
attain their goals for the
government funding
application. “Our dream is
agencies, and the public.
to change the way fast food
Cynthia Traeger (with
restaurants work—making
Founder Institute) led a
them faster—and [then]
panel discussion prior to the escalate this [application] in
networking reception and an a global fashion.”
awards ceremony.
Rodrigo Soto Solis and
Daniel del Paso and
Gerardo Graue-Moreno (a
Eduardo Aguirre won first
medical doctor) received
place with OrderEat, a
second place with their
mobile IT application that
online business-oriented
allows consumers to quickly health care site, Hospital
pay for their meals without
Virtual Mexico.
waiting in line.

Demo Day

June 16-18, 2015

Mexico City, Mexico

T

he IC2 Institute, in
partnership with the
Monterrey Institute of
Technology, implemented
a three-day GIST Startup
Boot Camp in Mexico City,
June 16-18.
The Global Innovation
through Science &
Technology (GIST)
initiative, led by the US
Department of State,
empowers young innovators
to develop startup solutions

that address economic and
development challenges—
through networking, skills
building, mentoring, and
access to financing. Since
2011, GIST has worked
with more than 2.8 million
innovators worldwide,
and mentored over 4,500
startups that have generated
more than $100 million in
revenue.
In June, Mexico’s next
generation of science and

Del Paso and Aguirre
wanted to be trained in best
entrepreneurship practices
before they invested a
significant amount of money
in the venture, so they
applied to the GIST Boot
Camp in Mexico City.
While there, they learned
about evidence-based

Colombia Boot Camps
GIST Startup Boot Camps
also occurred in Medellin
October 14-16, and Bogota
October 19-21. For more
information about these
boot camps see: www.ic2.
utexas.edu.
—M.Sutton

GIST TechConnect Provides Global Online Forums

T

he IC2 Institute helps
coordinate TechConnect,
a GIST initiative that
provides live, interactive
broadcasts from the US
Department of State.
TechConnect links global
science and technology

entrepreneurs to skilled
experts through these video
sessions that present crosscutting topics to empower
young innovators. Each
session features experts who
answer questions posed in
real time by an international
online audience.

On June 9, Marco Bravo
(IC2 Institute) moderated
a panel titled Building
the Innovation Ecosystem
through S&T Policy, with
panelists Cristina Fernandez
(Paraguay), Anita LaSalle
(United States), and Firas
Ben Achour (Tunisia). An

August TechConnect titled  
Africa: Best Practices for
Growing Your Venture
was moderated by Preston
James (United States) with
panelists Andrew Chikomba
(Zimbabwe), Cynthia
Ndubuisi (Nigeria), and
Marlise Montcho (Benin).

The next TechConnect, Knowing When to Seek Capital and When to Bootstrap airs November 17, 11:00-12:00 EST;
16:00-17:00 UTC. Join the session at www.gistnetwork.org/programs/gist-techconnects/. Contact Aprille Raabe
(araabe@ic2.utexas.edu) and host a viewing group.
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UTTP Gains Momentum in Turkey
The Applied Technology
Commercialization Program
(UTTP)—initiated in
2013 with the cooperation
of Bilkent Cyberpark,
TTGV, and The University
of Texas at Austin—is
the first and the most
comprehensive technology
commercialization
certification program in
Turkey.

Southwest I-Corp Executive
Director Heath Naquin and
IC2 Institute Project Director
Max Green visited Ankara
in September for this year’s
Session One team matching
and initial training.

Pairing Quicklook® with
The Business Model
Canvas
Session Two training
occurred in October. IC2
Institute Deputy Director
Greg Pogue and Program
Manager Cliff Zintgraff
coached teams in a bilateral
approach to hone the
technology products for the
most appropriate market.
On one side, the technology
entrepreneurs constructed a
Business Model Canvas and
conducted interviews with
prospective clients to

U

TTP links technology
transfer professionals
in Turkey with national
technology entrepreneurs
to form teams that are
trained to innovate new
products that meet market
needs. Business strategies
are developed using timeproven methods, and the
most promising technology
team receives a week of
training in Austin.

help define the technology
product. On the other side,
the commercialization
professionals (technology
transfer officers, innovation
experts, etc.) were trained in
Quicklook® methodology to
recognize the most critical
elements in evaluating
the technologies. In an
iterative process, the teams
refined hours of interviews
into insights to effectively
inform the Quicklook®
results.
During the training
exercises, one team
identified a prospective deal
with an established firm to
develop and co-market a

new product.
Pogue remarked, “The
entrepreneurs exhibited
a paradigm shift so
that—rather than trying
to transform the world by
themselves—they now
seek to cooperate within
their economic ecosystems
toward developing
successful technology
products and businesses.”
In November, Session
Three training will focus on
intellectual property issues,
licensing questions, and
product/business valuation.
For more information visit
www.uttp.org/.

—G. Pogue

Right: UTTP in session at Bilkent Cyberpark in Ankara. Photo: www.uttp.org.
Below: The UTTP team process.

Normal
Application

• TTO Officers
• Private Sector Employees/Personnel
• R&D Innovation Experts
• Employees of Regional Development,
Entrepreneurship & Innovation Policy Offices

30
Selected

Participants

Evaluation

Matching

10

Selected
Participants
$
$

Entrepreneur
Application

$

$

$

• Technology Entrepreneurs Who Have a
Product That Can Be Commercialized

$

Team 1

$

Team 2

$

Team 3

$

Team 4

$

Team 5

$

Team 6

$

Team 7

$

Team 8

$

Team 9

$

Team 10

End

$

UTTP Program
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U

New

T EN Business Cohort Announced
The University Technology
Enterprise Network (UTEN)
is an initiative sponsored by
the Portuguese government
and established by the
IC² Institute to provide
Portuguese technology
firms with opportunities
for international outreach,
acceleration, and business
development. The Global
Startup Program (GSP)
selects burgeoning
Portuguese firms for global
market acceleration.
n September, IC2 Institute
Program Director Marco
Bravo led the UTEN team  
as it traversed Portugal
to meet the entrepreneurs
who applied for the Global
Startup Program. To assist
all applicants in making
their strongest presentation,
the team scheduled twoday visits in Coimbra,
Lisbon, and Porto. At
each location, on Day One
they provided a workshop
on Entrepreneurial
Storyboarding and
constructing a value
proposition for the US
market. Day Two was
devoted to interviews.
The workshop day was
met with high enthusiasm.
Fernando Sousa of Video
Observer said, “Our three
managing founders attended
this workshop and it was
of great value. We spent a
day reviewing our business
model and the value
chain, from the market
problem that we address
to the different actors in
our business model. The
workshop obliges you to
break down your business
model to the important and
essential pieces, and focus

I

on what is important—
helping you to define your
value offer to different
market players.”

Incubation

Eight ventures have been
selected for assistance in
business development:
• Biopremier
• Celfinet
• Dognaedis
• Eyesee
• Line Health
• Veniam
• WY Group
• Xhockware
These early stage firms have
strong international market
potential, and the GSP team
will help them address
global market challenges.
In November, these
entrepreneurs will visit
Austin to attend strategy
sessions, meet with industry
experts, and expand on
the insights gained in
September’s workshop.
Lourenço Oliveira, Business
Developer for Line Health,
described GSP’s role as a
very positive one, saying,
“UTEN brings American
startup know-how to the
Portuguese ecosystem. They
teach us best practices and
methods, without which we
couldn’t aim at becoming
successful entrepreneurs.”

Acceleration

The GSP team will
also be helping another
ten businesses in an
acceleration process to
increase their access to
international opportunities:
• BeMicro
• BVCreative

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ciengis
Coolfarm
doDoc
Peekmed
Petable
Switch
Sword Health
Watt-IS

These firms have a product
ready to meet global needs,
with market-appropriate
branding materials, that has
already met with success in
domestic sales.  

Results

The 2015 GSP cohort has
seen significant results.
For example, in the past
six months Take the Wind
has signed a distributor
agreement with Skillqube
in Germany, finalized
a multi-year exclusive
distribution deal in
Philadelphia, and secured a
contract agreement with the
American Heart Association
(AHA) to showcase Body
Interact at AHA’s October
conference in Orlando.
Line Health (formerly
PharmAssistant) has
reimagined the business’s
value proposition to enlarge
its potential in the US
market. The firm changed
its name and its branding,
redesigned its main product,
and is now conducting
a clinical pilot with the
NeuroTexas Institute. CEO
Diogo Ortega said, “GSP
has added an immense value
since our first interaction
one year ago, as our internal
KPI’s show.”
For more UTEN GSP
news check online: www.
utenportugal.org/.

“UTEN brings American startup know-how to the Portuguese
ecosystem. They teach us best practices and methods without
which we couldn’t aim at becoming successful entrepreneurs.”
—Lourenço Oliveira, Business Developer, Line Health
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TEXAS GOVERNOR TAKES THE WIND. Governor Greg Abbott enjoyed a demonstration of Body Interact (a product of UTEN GSP’s venture Take the Wind) while visiting
UT-Rio Grande Valley Regional Academic Health Center with Senator Cornyn, VA Secretary McDonald, and Congressman Hinojosa. Photo courtesy of Governor’s Staff.

Shreveport: In Pursuit of an Innovation Economy

T

he IC2 Institute has
completed the first year
of a collaboration with the
Shreveport Biomedical
Research Foundation (BRF),
and its Entrepreneurial
Acceleration Program
(EAP), to develop an
innovation ecosystem
to support science and
technology (S&T)
commercialization and
wealth creation in the
Northern Louisiana region.
Specifically, the program
purposes to improve
the region’s return on
investment in science and
technology (in terms of
economic growth) through
training, support, and
outreach to entrepreneurial
enterprises.
The Institute has developed
a report to detail the
year’s activities, describe
outcomes, and define “next
steps” toward building
a sustainable, integrated
innovation ecosystem.

Activities during the first
year have included:
• Conducting an assessment
of Northern Louisiana
• Hosting regional
stakeholders in Austin for
an ecosystem immersion
• Conducting a commercialization seminar series in
Shreveport
• Producing a report and
a roadmap proposing a
broader commercialization
program.

• Involving Large and Small biases that might hinder
Businesses in Regional
entrepreneurial growth.
Innovation.
The region clearly desires
a “fitted” model for its
The seminar series drew
innovation ecosystem
participants (up to 100 per
seminar) from along the I-20 based on the unique assets
and offerings that define
corridor—from East Texas
Northern Louisiana’s
to Monroe, Louisiana—
community culture—not
bringing together key
one imported from another
regional stakeholders to
region. This fits the
help increase unity and
Institute’s methodology, to
common vision toward
promote a strong regional
entrepreneurial-based
identity in the development
economic growth.
of a vibrant entrepreneurial
The seminars reinforced the ecosystem.
elements needed to ready
Summer Seminars
From the activities
Each activity helped develop the larger community for a
of the first year, the
the framework for the next, transition to an innovation
Institute has produced a
economy. The broad
including the selection
commercialization roadmap
participation by cities,
of topics for the Summer
to promote cooperation
universities, governments,
seminar series:
and chambers of commerce between Northern Louisiana
• Encouraging and
communities to create
throughout the region (and
Organizing Angel
extending to Eastern Texas) an innovation culture
Investment
emphasized the importance and experience growing
• Engaging Academic
of this topic to stakeholders. economic impact in the
Involvement in Innovation Sessions were characterized coming years.
— G. Pogue
• Developing Integrated
by lively discussions that
City and Chamber of
challenged both regional
Commerce Support
colloquialisms and personal
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ATI & Pecan Street, Inc.

New Lines Written into the Austin Story
The telling of ATI and Pecan Street, Inc. fits poetically within the Austin
story (aka the Austin model), as published by the IC2 Institute. The
rhythm-n-rhyme is familiar, like a new verse that leads into a favorite
chorus: bridge: chorus.

P

ecan Street, Inc. began at the Austin
Technology Incubator (ATI) in the
George Kozmetsky Board Room—a room
with a wide window that views the Austin
skyline across the horizon. This is where
ATI Director Isaac Barchas and Brewster
McCracken (now president and CEO of
Pecan Street) first discussed the need for
a public/private R&D consortium to focus
on two of society’s most central needs:
water and energy. The concept would
be patterned after the successful R&D
consortiums Sematech and MCC, which
George Kozmetsky helped bring to Austin
in the early days of the IC2 Institute.
Pecan Street was originally funded eight
years ago by the Cockrell School of
Engineering (then under the leadership
of Dean George Fenves). Today Pecan
Street is a $30 million research initiative
developed by the City of Austin in
collaboration with Environmental Defense
Fund, Austin Energy, and The University of
Texas at Austin (now under the leadership
of President George Fenves). Both
ATI and Pecan Street are housed at the
West Pickle Research building (built by
MCC). Yet Pecan Street is not a member
company at ATI, but is named as Partner
with ATI | Clean Energy, as well as the
incubator’s newest vertical, ATI | Water.

Pecan Street posits that—for society to take
informed action to conserve energy and
water—more information (data) is needed
to understand how those most precious
resources are currently consumed. Thus
Pecan Street has created Dataport—the
world’s largest source of disaggregated
customer energy data for university
researchers. This granular dataset has been
collected from several US metropolitan
regions, and is composed of rapid sampling
(up to 15-minute intervals) of end-user
utility consumption rates.
Pecan Street has begun creating a similar
database for water usage by flow rate,
expressed in gallons per minute—and the
first Pecan Street Residential Water Use
Index is now available online.

Austin’s Entrepreneurial Landscape

The IC2 Institute has a history of helping
launch institutions that catalyze Austin as
a high-tech hub. One of these is the Austin
Technology Incubator itself, established in
1989, which remains as part of the Institute.
Other organizations are true spin-outs,
without direct ties to the Institute, such
as The Capital Network (now the Central
Texas Angel Network). Another is the
Austin Software Council (now the Austin
Technology Council). This is all a known
part of the Austin story.
Water & Energy
Pecan Street’s story is rightly a part of that
Pecan Street’s language is both simple
larger saga, and ATI’s role in Pecan Street’s
and elegant to describe its focus: Water
beginnings is far from unique. While
and energy are two of the planet’s greatest
created and tasked to incubate businesses,
challenges, and they are inextricably
the Austin Technology Incubator extends
connected. Addressing one requires
addressing the other. And solving them both that goal to help build organizations
that energize Austin’s entrepreneurial
will grow the economy, improve people’s
lives, and protect our natural resources and ecosystem. When examined closely, this
“institutional pattern” is, more accurately,
climate.
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Institute: Helping to Shape Au
stin’s E
Pecan Street, Inc.

ntrepre
neur

CleanTX

ial Landscape
Legend

3 Day Start-up
Austin Technology
Incubator

R&D Consortium
Key Resource
Organization

Austin Software Council now known as

Austin Technology Council

The Capital Network now known as

ic 2 Institute
a result of high personal commitment and
performance on part of ATI’s leadership.
Consider the following:
• ATI Director Isaac Barchas is a
founding member of the Board of
Directors for Pecan Street. He has also
served on the Greater Austin Chamber
of Commerce, and was a founding
board member of 3-Day Startup.
• ATI | Software and ATI | Water Director
Bart Bohn continues to serve on the
Board of Advisors of 3-Day Startup
(3DS), which has gone global.
• ATI | Biosciences Director Cindy
WalkerPeach is currently on the board
of the Austin Technology Council.
• ATI | Clean Energy Co-Directors
Kathleen Baireuther and Mitch
Jacobson both work with CleanTX:
Baireuther is executive director while
Jacobson serves on the advisory board.
These activities help illustrate that it is
far from “chance” that the leaders of ATI
help initiate so many important entities
in Austin. ATI’s leaders are all highly
connected within the regional landscape,
tied closely to organizations that help drive

Central Texas Angel Network
the community, as they continue to actively
foster entities that might help Austin
maintain its trajectory as a global leader
in entrepreneurial activity—Pecan Street
being a prime example.
“The activities that we are engaged in
at ATI, in terms of working with these
community organizations, is very much in
keeping with George Kozmetsky’s vision,”
says Barchas.
ATI’s motto, “We get you funded,” is
a strong opening statement, and people
with transformative ideas continually
seek advice from ATI’s leaders. Thus they
exist in a unique space to help transfer big
ideas (think hopes and dreams) to reality.
More importantly these individuals make
themselves accessible to the entrepreneurs
of Austin—both to the ones who’ve made it
and the ones you’ve haven’t heard of (yet).
They have been called Rainmakers—a
magical term for a reputation that has
been bought with consistent integrity and
tremendous personal generosity. And
that is part of the Austin story,
to be sure.
—M. Cotrofeld
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Austin Technology Incubator

Start-Up Library

Photo courtesy of The University of Texas at Austin Digital Asset Management System.

T

he Austin Technology
Incubator has recently
launched its online
Startup Library to provide
entrepreneurs with a
comprehensive reference
(think one-stop-shopping)
for support that is available
at The University of Texas
at Austin including courses,
programs, networks, and
entities.

regional resources for
start‑up businesses,
including:

The site also provides
information on other

• Networking/community
including designer meet-

ups, developer meetings,
networking organizations,
local start‑up competitions, hiring sites, and
event series

• Funding that is accessible
through local channels
• Resources including
including accelerators,
libraries, industry
angel investors, venture
associations, startup
capital funding, grant
news, development
funding, and crowdfunding
resources, blogs, and
• Incubators, accelerators,
licensing organizations.
and co-working spaces

Visit the site at https://wikis.
utexas.edu/display/asul/.

“At ATI, we like to
say that Austin is the
incubator. The Start‑up
Library exemplifies
that phenomenon—it
was created to connect
entrepreneurs to key
regional resources
that help new ventures
succeed.”

—Isaac Barchas
Director, ATI

   ATI Provides Strong Showing at SXSW Eco

S

outh by Southwest
(SXSW) Eco creates a
space for business leaders,
investors, innovators,
and designers to drive
economic, environmental
and social change.
As part of the family of
SXSW conferences and
festivals, the program
presentations, showcases,
and other offerings

provide buzz-generating
exposure for creators and
compelling entertainment
for audiences.
Austin Technology
Incubator | Clean Energy
is a founding partner of
the SXSW Eco Startup
Showcase—and this year,
has once again presented
a strong profile to the
Austin Community on
behalf of the IC2 Institute.
ATI leaders Kathleen
Baireuther, Bart Bohn,
Mitch Jacobson, and
Michael Webber—helped
advise participating
entrepreneurs in this
year’s Startup Showcase.

Jacobson also helped
emcee the showcase, which
has grown to draw leading
startup ventures from
around the world, and this
year included the following
categories:
• Energy
• International
• Internet of Things &
Software
• Reuse & Recycling
• Social Impact
• Supply Chain & Product
Innovation
• Water.
Michael Webber also
joined a panel discussion
on Solving Food, Energy
and Water... at the Same

Time! The panel discussed
GMOs, renewable energy,
and efficiency—as well
as drought in California,
Texas, and elsewhere. The
panel presented a host of
scientific, business, and
policy ideas in regard to
relieving today’s strains on
our most critical resources
of food, energy, and water.
In many cases the solutions
offered would also improve
the environment and reduce
poverty.
Much of the conference
content can be viewed
online: https://www.
youtube.com/user/.
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Student Entrepreneurs Provide Telepsychiatry for the Homeless

This summer the IC2 Institute hosted the six-week Student Entrepreneurship Fellowship program. The course culminated
in competitive presentations, and the following is excerpted from an article in UT System News about the program and
VideoMed, the winning entrepreneurial team.

K

avina Patel and Farhan
Ahmad are launching a nonprofit to provide
psychiatric therapy sessions
to homeless individuals in
Austin and San Antonio
through videoconferencing
with licensed mental health
providers.
VideoMed is the direct
result of a University of
Texas System-funded
program to promote
student entrepreneurship.
Known as the Student
Entrepreneurship
Fellowship (SEF), the
six-week summer course
focused on teaching
students from the System’s

eight academic campuses
the entrepreneurial and
business skills needed to
form a successful business.
SEF was developed by
the National Science
Foundation’s Innovation
Corps (I-Corps) program’s
Southwest Node at
UT Austin and funded
by the UT System’s
Entrepreneurship Network
to provide hands-on training
for college students to
launch their own businesses.
“The SEF program teaches
students the nuts and bolts
of starting a business from
concept to profits,” said
Carlos Kemeny, assistant

director of UT System’s
Entrepreneurship Network.
Forty undergraduates,
including Patel and Ahmad,
were competitively selected
to participate in the SEF
course. They learned a
variety of entrepreneurial
skills such as pitching ideas
to investors, achieving
sustained funding,
intellectual property
protection, revenue model
development, partnership
building, finance,
marketing, and international
business.
Students were also required
to launch a startup. In
doing so, each team had to

interview at least 100 people
to help them flesh out their
business models around
initial ideas, adjust their
strategies based on customer
feedback, and present
their potential businesses
to a panel of judges at the
course’s conclusion.
Heath Naquin, executive
director of the I-Corps
Southwest Node, said, “SEF
applies I-Corps program
lessons to undergraduates
with the belief that such
skill sets will make a larger
impact over time if taught
before the graduate level.”
— K. Ma and
J. LaCosta-Caputo

Top: Kavina Patel (left) and Farhan Ahmad (right) received their winning award from Carlos Kemeny, director of Entrepreneurship Network at University of Texas System.
Below: System-wide students were branded with UT Austin’s longhorns while attending the SEF program at the Institute. Photos by M. Cotrofeld.
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BBR’s Matthew Kammer-Kerwick and Bruce Kellison will provide a cost analysis of sexual assault on university campus students across the University of Texas
System. Photo by M. Cotrofeld.

BBR Adds Depth to Systemwide Study

B

ruce Kellison and
Matthew KammerKerwick, with the Bureau of
Business Research (BBR),
are part of the research team
that is initiating the nation’s
most comprehensive
study yet conducted
on sexual assaults of
university campus students.
Cultivating Learning
and Safe Environments
(CLASE) is a major study
that will span six years and
survey students from 13
campuses in the University
of Texas System.
Kammer-Kerwick is
designing a Qualtrics-based
survey instrument to be used
for campus climate surveys.
He has designed dozens of
surveys in his career, most
recently for the Institute
on Domestic Violence &
Sexual Assault (IDVSA)
on the statewide sexual
assault prevalence study the
research team completed
this year, and a national
survey on millennials’
entrepreneurship
IC² Institute UPDATE

inclinations last year.
Funded at $1.7 million by
the University of Texas
System, the study is led
by IDVSA in the School
of Social Work at The
University of Texas at
Austin. The study will
specifically address:
1. Climate surveys across
the UT System campuses
2. Focused analyses
with professionals on
campuses
3. Innovative cohort studies
to assess impact and
program outcomes at UT
Austin
4. Cost analyses of sexual
assault of university
students.
It will report the findings
with policy and service
recommendations for each
campus in the University of
Texas System.
The BBR will leverage
its efforts to provide the
cost analysis portion of the
study. This cost analysis

introduces a new element
over previous, similar
studies, and therefore is
considered a major value
added to the framework of
the study as a whole.
It is work for which the
BBR and the Institute on
Domestic Violence and
Sexual Assault are well
qualified. In 2011, Kellison
worked with Noel BuschArmendariz (PI for the
CLASE project) in a study
that articulated the cost of
sexual assault crimes to the
State of Texas as $8 billion
annually.
The CLASE study will
carry out a cost analysis
of the direct, social, and
institutional costs of sexual
assault on university
students—and expand
that analysis to consider
the more personal costs
to students, such as the
impact of sexual assault
on a student’s educational
achievements and other life
goals. Intriguing factors will
20

be considered, such as the
costs when students decide
to drop key courses or
change their majors because
of sexual assault.
“We are excited about the
new research streams we
have initiated with IDVSA.
Our economic assessment of
sexual assault is potentially
path breaking in the
literature and should help
policymakers and campus
leaders become more aware
of the impact that sexual
assault crimes have on UT
System campuses,” says
Kellison.

“Our economic
assessment of
sexual assault is
potentially path
breaking in
the literature...”
Bruce Kellison
Associate Director
Bureau of Business Research
Fall/Winter 2015
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Lydia McClure, director of ATI’s development portfolio, opened the SEAL Decision-Day event on August 18. Photo by E. Lundquist.

SEAL Teams Deploy D-Day Event at Google’s Austin HQ

L

ydia McClure, director
of ATI’s development
portfolio, opened the SEAL
Decision-Day event by
explaining that the evening
was not a business plan
competition. “Seven teams
are going to tell you their
stories. It’s not a pitch for
money, which is common
in Austin. It’s a pitch to tell
you about them.”
Student Entrepreneur
Acceleration and Launch
(SEAL) is an intensive
summer program that
targets UT student teams
(under-graduate students,
graduate students, postdoctoral study students, and
alumni) who have started
an enterprise—particularly
when those business
concepts result from one
of the many academic
programs at UT Austin that
support entrepreneurship
(e.g., Texas Venture Labs,
Longhorn Start-ups, and the
MSTC degree program).
Some of these student teams
are brought into the SEAL

program, “...not to focus on
the factors that could lead
to success,” explained Isaac
Barchas, Director of ATI,
“but to identify and focus
on two or three factors that
could potentially ‘kill’ the
enterprise.” The program
posits a central question:
Does this venture represent
my day job? Thus each team
spends a SEAL summer
considering whether to
take its business full-time,
or move on to a different
project and save the stuff
that life is made of: time.
In the eight years since
the program began, about
30% of the SEAL teams
have made a “Go” decision
and, collectively, have
raised about $30 million.
Approximately another
30% have made the “Go”
decision and, while they
may not yet be in the black,
they are still operating. The
others have either closed
shop or made an initial
“No-Go” SEAL decision.
Statistically, about 50%

of those teams continue to
collaborate and, with time,
may find a more viable
business concept that
succeeds.
This year, seven teams
presented D-Day stories:
• Health Sciences
»» Flipped Health
»» Austin Robotics
»» Guardian Sensors
»» ProteanSeq
• Clean Energy
»» Lucelo Technologies
• IT & Wireless
»» Penumbra Development
»» YouRefund.
Bongsu Kim with Austin
Robotics provided a
particularly insightful
“Go” decision for a venture
with a classic “rocket”
development profile. The
team is developing the
Exoskeleton—a robotic
device to provide precise,
smooth physical therapy
assistance for patients with
upper body injuries. Before

the product can be brought
to market, it will take an
estimated five to ten years to
address several significant
hurdles—from funding
questions to patent issues,
engineering challenges,
FDA approval, and more.
But Kim’s motivation is
personal. The Exoskeleton’s
concept and prototypes have
been inspired by the desire
to meet the physical therapy
needs of a friend, and others
with similar injuries. “Here,
at this moment, I would like
to make a ‘Go’ decision,”
Kim said. “I believe this
route will drive me the
most to pursue my vision
in technology development
and business direction. I’m
dreaming of a day when I
can help people (and my
friend) have a better quality
of life...Therefore I will take
this as my life mission.”
The August 18 D-Day
event may be watched in
full: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dHE7PUQEG8A.
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IC2 Institute Panelists Advise Mandela Washington Fellows

F

or the second year, The
University of Texas
at Austin International
Office invited the IC2
Institute to address the
Mandela Washington
Fellows cohort—part of
President Obama’s Young
African Leaders Initiative
(YALI)—during its
Austin visit. The Mandela
Washington Fellows
represent young talent from
across Africa, selected for
their leadership and strong
contributions to their local
communities. Together,
the first two cohorts have
represented all 49 subSaharan African nations.
The Institute presented a
panel discussion on July
24, to provide on-site
peer advising to the YALI
scholars.
Associate Vice President
for Research and IC2
Institute Director Robert
Peterson greeted the
audience and introduced
the Institute’s purpose,
organization, and activities.
Forty-two percent of this
year’s Mandela Washington
Fellows are business
owners, and 40% head a
IC² Institute UPDATE

non-profit organization.
Reflecting this high interest
in entrepreneurship, their
questions related to innovation ecosystems, building
business strategies, finding
investors, creating lasting
relationships with Austin,
and other relevant topics.
The July session finished
with a series of one-on-

one meetings between the
panelists and the Mandela
Washington Fellows. One
participant said, “This was
the most valuable session
we’ve experienced. We
should have met you at the
beginning, not at the end of
our stay!”
The YALI program
also supports Regional

Leadership Centers across
Africa to help provide
quality leadership training,
support entrepreneurship,
and enhance professional
development and
networking.
— G. Pogue

Above: Mandela Washington Fellows show their hook-’em horns. Below: Panel members included
(left to right) Preston James, President & CEO, Ascension Int’l; Bruce Kellison, Associate Director,
IC2 Institute; Glenn Robinson, Assistant Director, IC2 Institute; Kathleen Baireuther, Co-Director of
ATI | Clean Energy; Natalie Cofield, President & CEO, Greater Austin Black Chamber of Commerce;
and (not shown) Greg Pogue, Deputy Director, IC2 Institute. Photos by G. Pogue.
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Kenya
LBJ School Students Conduct Research in Technology
Transfer, Entrepreneurship, and Economic Development

T

he Lyndon B. Johnson
(LBJ) School of Public
Affairs has established
interdisciplinary research on
policy problems as the core
of its educational program.
A major part of this effort
is the nine-month policy
research project.
David Eaton, LBJ School
Professor and IC2 Institute
Fellow, and David Gibson,
Associate Director of the
IC2 Institute, designed
the course Technology
Transfer, Entrepreneurship
& Economic Development
(T2E2D) as a cooperative
project for LBJ students
to fulfill this degree
requirement. Students in
the nine-month course
worked with the IC2
Institute and National
Instrument’s Planet NI
initiative in an international
research project to promote

technology transfer for
regional development in
Kenya and Indonesia.
T2E2D was designed to help
students develop skills as
consultants, requiring them
to work with various types
of institutions (non-profit
organizations, for-profit
firms, university research
centers, and government
agencies)—and to help them
learn to conduct research
in a policy environment
that addresses the political
realities of emerging
economies.
Students operated within
interdisciplinary teams
to address diverse issues
of managing consulting
services—such as
organizational development,

technology innovation and
transfer, strategy, marketing,
finance, human resources,
development, fundraising,
and sustainability.

research of the IC2 Institute,
and the students were
influenced by the more
recent methodologies used
by the Institute in research
and education toward
2
fostering entrepreneurial
IC Institute Influence
ecosystems for regional
The classroom component
economic development.
for T2E2D included
2
presentations by IC
Two representatives from
Institute staff—Bart
each team travelled to
Bohn, Marco Bravo,
conduct in-country research,
Debra Dzwonczyk, Elsie
while all team members
Echeverri-Carroll, Chris
contributed to background
Meyers, Greg Pogue, Glenn research, developing two
Robinson, Barbara Springer, documentary films, and
and Jim Vance—as well
creating a final report.
as National Instruments
personnel and others.
Entrepreneurship in
The development projects
Indonesia
were approached in terms
Preliminary research
of the Technopolis Wheel
revealed Bandung as an
developed in the early
ideal target for the team’s
in-country destination in
Indonesia. It is the home

Indonesia

Photos provided by T2E2D teams.
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“Countries around
the world are
trying to stimulate
innovation.
Traditionally
that meant to
incentivize foreign
direct investment
to come into
a country
bringing existing
technologies.
But today,
more and more,
governments
are adopting
strategies to
stimulate research
and development
[in-country].”
Noelle London
T2E2D Student

of the nation’s best science
and technology universities,
and multiple platforms
network the community’s
entrepreneurs. Bandung is
also where the government
chose to establish a science
park to serve the nation’s
agricultural community
with research and
development in biosciences.
These qualities help
facilitate interdisciplinary
collaboration and spur
innovation.
Student Noelle London
explains, “Countries
around the world are trying
to stimulate innovation.
Traditionally that meant
to incentivize foreign
direct investment to come
into a country bringing
existing technologies. But
today, more and more,
governments are adopting
strategies to stimulate
research and development
[in-country].”
In the research interviews,
Indonesian entrepreneurs
consistently conveyed a
sense of optimism that
was phrased succinctly by
Aulia Halimatussadiah,
CNO of Startup Lokal.
“The ecosystem is not that
supportive right now. But
there is opportunity as well.
We have a big market—250
million people, and 30%
are online now. We expect
growth in the years to
come.”

Kenya has nearly four times
the research staff of the
other nations combined.
Further, Kenya’s patent
rate is more than 15 times
the rate of the second
highest country. These
rich resources in talent
and intellectual property
development increase
Kenya’s capacity for
technology-based growth.
Kenya also has the highest
number of incubators
and accelerators to help
entrepreneurs. John Paul M.
Karijo, a User Researcher
at iHub User Experience
Lab spoke to the T2E2D
team about working in
the incubator. “The whole
purpose of the incubator is
to help applicants who want
assistance to run their ‘idea
to product.’ Some [people
in the incubator] specialize
in development—others
in business. One group
interacts with the other and

things happen. We call that
serendipity.”

The Research Result

The final deliverables for
each of the two national
experiments included a
written report summarizing
results and a documentary
video describing the
activities of the project,
its outcomes, and student
self-assessment of their
experience in this project.
“One of the important
aspects of this course
is that it exposes UT
policy students to the
Institute’s methodologies
and research,” says David
Gibson. “IC2 Institute’s
think and do learning in
global environments is
an especially valuable
experience.”
Full text and video of the
report is available online:
http://ic2.utexas.edu/prp183.

Technology Transfer in
Kenya
The African component of
this project began with an
analysis of opportunities
and barriers to technology
commercialization in
African nations, leading to
the selection of Kenya as
the focus for technology
entrepreneurship.
In a comparison with five
other African nations,
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Publications

The Entrepreneurial University
Released at Arctic Conference

NOW

S

AVAIL
A

BL
eBoo
while some universities
(1) What actors and forces
k FOR E IN
MAT!
are found in regions where
are important in motivating
the traditional industries
institutional change in
have become obsolete,
the development of a
others serve in regions
university’s entrepreneurial
where a major industry
architecture?
(i.e., petroleum) introduces (2) How do universities
rapid prosperity and
interact with institutional
skews work force needs.
context in developing
While a single example
entrepreneurially?
can provide inspiration
These questions are
and insight, a broader
May 2015: 272pp, 28 llus.
examined against Scott’s
reference is needed when
pillars
of
institutional
seeking to institutionalize
1
May be purchased online
entrepreneurship education. change: regulative,
with discount code:
normative, and culturalThe Entrepreneurial
Ebook: 978-1-315-73706-5
cognitive—and the five
University examines inentrepreneurial architecture Hb: 978-1-138-83077-6
depth case narratives of two
dimensions described
universities in each of five
www.routledge.com/
by Vorley and Nelles:2
nations. The ten universities
9781138830776/
structures, systems, leaderrepresent broad diversity
The IC2 Institute does not sell
ship, strategies, and culture.
books.
across various parameters—
large and small, historically The book serves well
as a textbook for both
recognized and recently
entrepreneurial education
established, and in major
cities and emerging regions. and regional development.
Readers who will find
This wide narrative base
As many nations around
References
the text valuable include
provides a rich variety
the world, particularly
academic, government, and 1.Scott, R. (2014). Institutions and
of challenges addressed,
across Europe, task their
Organizations: Ideas, Interests, and
other leaders who want
actions taken, and
universities with the “third
Identities. 4th ed. Thousand Oaks,
to implement, expand,
CA: Sage.
mission,” the UiT conference accomplishments achieved
or simply understand the
toward institutional goals
provided a platform for
2. Vorely, T. & J. Nelles (2008).
entrepreneurial university
“(Re)conceptualizing the academy:
of incorporating the third
debate on the university’s
Institutional development of and
and its role in regional
mission. Foss and Gibson
role in innovation,
beyond the third mission. Higher
economic
development.
explore these cases against
successful universityEducation Management & Policy 20
two research questions:
based commercialization,
— M. Cotrofeld (3) 1-17.
society’s need for universityEach entrepreneurial university is uniquely shaped by the interactions
based innovations, policy
across fields of context and the five architecture dimensions.
implications, and more.
National & regional context impacts entrepreneurial architecture
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architecture dimensions and the context in which they are embedded.
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University entrepreneurial architecture impacts regional & nat’l context

CULTURE

TEXT: Organ
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Each university that would
be entrepreneurial must
forge its own path from
within its unique culture
and context (including its
institutional history) and
beginning with its present
talent base. While one
university might experience
a student-driven “grassroots” demand for an
entrepreneurial curriculum,
another might receive
a government mandate
to create one. Similarly,

nal
gio

Multiple Perspectives

ds

eptember 22, in the
farthest reaches of
northern Europe, The
Arctic University of
Norway (UiT) hosted the
conference Developing the
Entrepreneurial University:
A Catalyst for Industry. The
event presented an analysis
of how ten universities
from Finland, Norway,
Sweden, the United States,
and the United Kingdom
organize themselves to deal
with society’s demands
for innovation. Profiles
of these universities and
their journeys toward an
entrepreneurial architecture
are included in the content
of the recently released
book by Lene Foss and
David Gibson (eds.), The
Entrepreneurial University:
Context and Institutional
Change (Routledge, 2015).
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Diagnostics for a
Globalized World
Released at WTO
Forum in Geneva

A

book release event for
Diagnostics for a Globalized
World by Sten Thore and Ruzanna
Tarverdyan took place in Geneva
on October 2, at the WTO Forum,
including panel discussions that are
available online:
• Part 1. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=zr_xZ8maDEc
• Part 2. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dHqM6VA2MWg
• Part 2-A. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EqJ6XRc4878&feature
=youtu.be
• Part 2-B. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=pg9ZBvbPWkY
• Part 3. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=pccKidZ5k1g.

Ruzanna Tarverdyan monitored the discussion as coauthor. IC2 Institute Fellow and coauthor Sten
Thore (inset) provided a video presentation for the conference. Photos taken from video footage.

in good context with the UN’s 2030
Development Agenda and the WTO
Forum.

sets bold new Global Goals that will
chart sustainable development for
people and planet by 2030 and will
The book, sponsored in part by
guide development cooperation and
the IC2 Institute, is closely tied to
Coauthor Tarverdyan said, “An agenda the research agenda for decades to
the United Nation’s Millennium
Development Goals, and was therefore formally adopted by the UN last week come.”

ATI Releases Report on Austin’s
Economic Impact of the Cleantech Sector
!

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE
CLEANTECH SECTOR
In the Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos MSA

$2.5 Billion

Cleantech contributes $2.5 Billion to Austin’s regional GDP.

20,000 Jobs

Cleantech directly employs 20,000 people in the Austin MSA.

Rapid Growth:11%
Prepared by:

This report demonstrates
not only the impact of the
cleantech sector regionally
but also illustrates the
relationship between
cleantech and other emerging
sectors characterized by

IC² Institute UPDATE

Austin’s employment in Cleantech is projected to grow 11% by 2020.
http://ic2.utexas.edu/cleantech-report
convergent technologies.
Opportunity areas include
renewables, energy
storage and “smart grid”
technologies, smart cities
and resilient infrastructure,
autonomous vehicles and

connected mobility, water
management, recycling and
waste management, and
advanced manufacturing.
This report was
commissioned by CleanTX
and supported by the Austin

26

Technology Incubator, and
Civic Analytics. It represents
the first attempt to describe
and quantify the clean
technology (cleantech) sector
in Central Texas.
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More IC² Institute 2015 Academic Publications
Bravo, M. and D. Resende (2015). “University Technology Enterprise Network in Portugal: A Bottom-up Approach
to Improve Regional Innovation Eco-systems,” in International Cases on Innovation, Knowledge and Technology
Transfer, D. Trzmielak and D. Gibson, eds. Łódź: CTT.
Eaton, D., D. Gibson, A. Aw, H. Javed, A. Leist, N. London, B. Mauro, L. McNeill, P. Morrison, T. Nishida, K. Poda, H.
Puckett, A. Swift and F. van Keuren (2015). Technology Entrepreneurship in Indonesia and Kenya. Austin: LBJ School.
Hamby, T., W. Taylor, A. Snowden and R. Peterson (2015). “A Meta-Analysis of the Reliability of Free and For-Pay Big
Five Scales,” The Journal of Psychology 150: 1-12.
León-Cachón, R., J. Ascacio-Martínez, M. Gómez-Silva, E. Piñeyro-Garza, J. González-González, G. Pogue, L. SimónBuela and H. Barrera-Saldaña (in press). “Application of Genomic Technologies in Clinical Pharmacology Research.”
Revista de Investigación Clínica.
León-Cachón, R., J. Ascacio-Martínez, M. Gómez-Silva, E. Piñeyro-Garza, J. González-González, G. Pogue and
H. Barrera-Saldaña (2015). “Impact of Genomics in the Research and Development of New Drugs.” Revista de
Investigación Clínica 6:212-18.
Spinuzzi, C., S. Nelson, K. Thomson, F. Lorenzini, R. French, R. Pogue and N. London (in press). “How Magnets Attract
and Repel: Interessement in a Technology Commercialization Competition.” Written Communication 33(1).
Foss, L. and D. Gibson (2015). “The Entrepreneurial University: Case Analysis and Implications,” Chapter 12 in The
Entrepreneurial University: Context and Institutional Change by L. Foss and D. Gibson, eds. Cambridge: Routledge.
Foss, L. and D. Gibson, eds. (2015). The Entrepreneurial University: Context and Institutional Change. Cambridge: Routledge.
Foss, L. and D. Gibson (2015). “The Entrepreneurial University: Context and Institutional Change” Chapter 1 in The
Entrepreneurial University: Context and Institutional Change by L. Foss and D. Gibson, eds. Cambridge: Routledge.
Gibson, D. and J. Slovak, eds. (2015). Building Sustainable R&D Centers in Emerging Technology Regions. Brno: UMB.
Gibson, D. and J. Butler (2015). “The Role of the Research University in Sustaining the Technopolis: The Case of
Austin, Texas,” in International Cases on Innovation, Knowledge and Technology Transfer by D. Trzmielak and D.
Gibson, eds. Łódź: CTT.
Gibson, D. and J. Butler (2015). “Creating and Sustaining High-Technology Development in Austin, Texas,” in The
Entrepreneurial University: Context and Institutional Change by L. Foss and D. Gibson, eds. Cambridge: Routledge.
Henderson, P., F. Lorenzini and G. Pogue (in press). “Opportunity Thinking—Seeing Clearly the Elephant in the Room,”
in Open Innovation by A. Markman and H. Naquin, eds. Invited chapter.
Jakobs, E., C. Spinuzzi, C. Digmayer and G. Pogue (2015). “Innovating, Pitching, and Pivoting: Toward Systematic Study
of Entrepreneurship Communication.” IEEE Int’l Prof. Comm. Conf. ProComm 2015. Pp. 291-7. Limerick: IEEE.
Jakobs, E., C. Spinuzzi, C. Digmayer and G. Pogue (2015). “Co-Creation by Commenting: Participatory Ways to Write
Quicklook® Reports.” Professional Communication Conf., IEEE Int’l. DOI: 10.1109/IPCC.2015.7235823.
London, N., G. Pogue and C. Spinuzzi (2015). “Understanding the Value Proposition as a Cocreated Claim,”
Proceedings of IEEE professional communication society international professional communication conference. (pp.
298-304). Limerick: IEEE.
Pogue, G., F. Lorenzini and K. Thomson (2015). “Technology Transfer and the Innovation Reef,” in International Cases
on Innovation, Knowledge and Technology Transfer by D. Trzmielak and D. Gibson, eds. Łódź: CTT.
Pogue, G., N. London and C. Moscoso (in press). “Establishing an Innovation Reef: The Role of Government Policy in
Ecuador,” Monograph, Universidad Técnica Particular de Loja by A. Luzuriaga, ed. Invited chapter.
Pogue, G., K. Thomson, R. French, F. Lorenzini and A. Markman (in press). “Building an Innovation Coral Reef: The
Austin Technology Incubator Case Study,” in Open Innovation by A. Markman and H. Naquin, eds. Invited chapter.
Spinuzzi, C., R. Nelson, K. Thomson, F. Lorenzini, R. French, G. Pogue, S. Burback and J. Momberger (2015).
“Remaking the Pitch: Reuse Strategies in Entrepreneurs’ Pitch Decks,” IEEE Trans. Prof. Commun. 58(1):45-68.
Spinuzzi, C., R. Nelson, K. Thomson, F. Lorenzini, R. French, G. Pogue, S. Burback and J. Momberger (2015).
“How Do Entrepreneurs Hone Their Pitches? Analyzing How Pitch Presentations Develop in a Technology
Commercialization Competition,” SIGDOC ’15:Proc’s of the 33rd ACM Int’l Conf. on Design of Commun.
Jakobs, E., D. Spinuzzi, C. Digmayer and G. Pogue (2015). “Innovating, Pitching, and Pivoting: Toward Systematic Study
of Entrepreneurship Communication.” Proc’s of IEEE Int’l Prof. Commun. Conf. ISBN 978-1-4799-3374-7, pp. 291-7.
Thore, S. and R. Tarverdyan (2015). Diagnostics for a Globalized World. Hanover, MA: World Scientific.
Trzmielak, D. and D. Gibson, eds. (2015). Int’l Cases on Innovation, Knowledge and Technology Transfer. Łódź: CTT.
Zintgraff, C., C. Fletcher, J. Jordan-Kaszuba and J. Webb. “StemDev Medellin and an Instrument Proposal to Assess
Regional STEM Economic Development Alignment,” in Building Sustainable R&D Centers in Emerging Technology
Regions by D. Gibson and J. Slovack, eds. Brno: UMB.
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What’s Happening at the Institute

 Special congratulations 

to Marco Ricardo Bravo da Silva
and Ana Francisca Moreira Aroso Pinto de Oliveira
who were married on July 10, 2015 in Guimarães, Portugal.

Staff & Fellows NOTES & “QUOTES”

Marco Bravo, IC2 Institute Program Director, was interviewed by 33 Entrepreneurs while it was in Austin in July.
Describing his work at the Institute, Bravo said, “Smart people are all over the world, but those people are often not in
the right ecosystem to develop their ideas. I find them and help them to scale up and make those technologies available at
the global scale.” View the brief video (1 min. 42 sec.) at https://vimeo.com/134264574/.
John Sibley Butler, IC² Institute Fellow and previous IC2 Institute Director, was honored at the Texas vs. Kansas State
football game on October 23. Butler was recognized by the Texas Lottery as the honorary veteran of the game and
accompanied both teams to midfield for the coin toss. See texassports.com.
Maryann P. Feldman was named as a new IC2 Institute Fellow in August. Dr. Feldman is Heninger Distinguished
Professor of Public Policy at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and currently serves as a program director
for the Division of Social and Economic Sciences (SBE/SES) in the National Science Foundation. An updated 2015
Fellows Directory (v. 8.17.15) is available online with Dr. Feldman’s brief bio.
David Gibson, Associate Director and Senior Research Scientist at the IC2 Institute has been named a Fellow of
the World Academy of Production Science (WAPS) of the World Confederation of Productivity Science that links
individuals and organizations around the globe who pursue productivity improvement as a means of creating wealth and
improving the quality of life for regions and nations.
Fred Phillips, IC2 Institute Fellow, provided a television interview while in Mongolia on the subject of comparative
successes and failures in innovation across several nations including the United States, Korea, Japan, Singapore, and
Taiwan. His recommendations for Mongolia include promoting industry-academia connectivity. “Once those connections
are made, then creative solutions, new things, and new ideas, come out.” See https://youtu.be/01lxxse_BSQ/.  
Del Tesar, IC2 Institute Fellow, is being honored at the World Automaton Congress (WAC) 2016, Jul 31-Aug 4 at
the Wyndham Grand Rio Mar Beach Resort & Spa in Puerto Rico. WAC 2016 is dedicated to Professor Tesar “for
structuring the next wave of technology based on intelligent actuators and criteria-based decision-making to satisfy
human needs for a wide range of open architecture electromechanical systems (orthotics, vehicles, aircraft, ships,
robots).”

Transitions
Travis Hyzak, ATI office assistant, has taken new employment with Pecan Street, Inc.
Francesca Lorenzini, research associate, has left to continue her education at New York University.
Heath Naquin, executive director of the Southwest Node of I-Corps, is leaving the IC2 Institute to begin an employment
opportunity with VentureWell, a non-profit organization located in Amherst, Massachusetts.
Al Schogoleff, formerly a GCG program manager with the IC2 Institute, passed away October 10.
Barbara Springer, GCG program manager, will retire this fall.
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Visiting Scholars 2015 (May through October)

T

he IC2 Institute hosted three Fulbright scholars this summer, Gidon An, Filipa Duarte,
and Silvia Gaia. Gidon An, with the Department of Economics in Chungham National
University of Korea, is researching incubation and acceleration strategies for the Korean
start-up ecosystem in a comparative context. Filipa Duarte is coordinator of Research
and Innovation Accelerator Unit for the Faculty of Science and Technology (FCT) of
the Universidade Nova de Lisboa in Portugal. Duarte is working on methodologies to
commercialize early-stage technologies. Silvia Gaia has returned from the Federal Technology
University of Parana, Brazil, to complete a survey of leading technology transfer offices in the
United States, and further the study she pursued in previous visiting scholar terms at the IC2
Institute.
Felix Cardenas lectures and directs entrepreneurial institutional initiatives at Monterrey TEC
in Mexico; he recently completed post-doc appointments at Columbia University and Harvard
Business School. His research presents evidence that by combining internal R&D with external
corporate venture capital (CVC), firms can create market value and increase their profitability.
Roei Davidson is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Communication at the University
of Haifa in Israel. While at the Institute, he is carrying out an ethnographic study of culture
crowdfunding in Austin. He is also continuing work on one research project examining the
careers of journalists in Israel and another examining how financial literacy is taught in the
United States and Israel.
Hyun Yong Kim is a director in the Global Commercialization Center of KATECH, a research
and development organization supported by the Korean government. He is working with IC²
Institute’s Global Commercialization Group (GCG) to help innovative Korean technology
enterprises enter the US market. He is also coordinating communication and activities between
Korean and US enterprises. Mr. Kim and GCG are trying to set up a basic structure and system
for a long-term collaboration to benefit both South Korea and the United States.
The IC2 Institute is also host to four industry-based visiting scholars who work at LSIS, Inc. in
Korea. Product Manager SeungDo Cha is pursuing research in industrial automation products.
Manager of Europe and Africa Division YongJae Jin is researching successful marketing
solutions and business strategies in international business development. Associate Research
Engineer HaeEun Jung is researching transmission and transformative equipment for electric
power. Senior Research Engineer DaeKyu Lee is pursuing research in power IT solutions
based on the smart grid. LSIS has sent six cohorts and a total of 24 visiting scholars to the IC2
Institute to date.

Gidon An, Korea

Filipa Duarte, Portugal

Silvia Gaia, Brazil

Felix Cardenas, Mexico

SeungDo Cha, Korea

YongJae Jin, Korea

HaeEun Jung, Korea

Ruei Davidson, Israel

DaeKyu Lee, Korea

HyunYong Kim, Korea
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The Interchange: Innovation Networking
Official visitors & delegations to The University of Texas at Austin involving the IC2 Institute (May through October)
33 Entrepreneurs, France
State of Andhra Pradesh, India
European Bank in London, United Kingdom
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FICCI)
Greater Austin Asian Chamber of Commerce
Hogan Lovels
India Innovation Growth Program (IIGP)
KAIST Daejeon, Korea
Ministry for Manufacturing & Innovation in South Australia
Montpellier Méditerranée Métropole, France
National Instruments
Norwegian Research School in Innovation
Shreveport Biomedical Research Foundation, Entrepreneurial Acceleration Program
United Kingdom Science & Innovation Network | British Consulate-General, Houston
US Department of Energy
US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Industry & Security
Young African Leaders Initiative (YALI) Mandela Washington Fellows

Above: FICCI visited the Institute’s north location (WPR) in May for a reception titled “Meet Technology Enterprises from India”. Photo tweeted by Eittee Gupta.
Below: Montpellier Méditerranée Métropole visited the IC2 Institute in October. Photo tweeted by Jean-François Vial.
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Above: IC2 Institute visiting scholars
made presentations to PhD students
from the Norwegian Research School
in Innovation’s Program in Innovation
Management & Strategy (NORSI
PIMS) on September 30. The visit
was led by NORSI PIMS Program
Director Alf Steinar Sætre, who is
himself a former visiting scholar at
the IC2 Institute. Silvia Gaia, shown
here, describes her research on the
qualitative performance of technology
transfer offices. Photo by M. Cotrofeld.
Left and below: In July, Daejeon,
Korea’s KAIST program sent ten
technology teams to Austin for
advanced training and mentoring.
Sessions included group lectures,
KAIST team presentations, small
groups, and deep dive sessions.
Photos by KAIST participants.
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Take Note

Mark Your Calendar
November 10, 2015 11:30 am - 1:00 pm | IC2 Institute Global Classroom
Lunch & Learn with Dr. Filipa Duarte: Horizon 2020 funding opportunities
Filipa Duarte, a Fulbright scholar from Portugal, will focus on EU public research funding opportunities for US
participation in Horizon 2020—an EU Research and Innovation Program with nearly €80 billion in funding available
through 2020. This event is open to the UT Community, limited to the first 50 to RSVP at: http://www.eventbrite.com/e/
ic2-institute-lunch-learn-seminar-tickets-18843142346. Sandwiches will be provided.
November 17, 2015, 11:00-12:00 EST; 16:00-17:00 UTC | A live, interactive online event
GIST TechConnect: Knowing When to Seek Capital and When to Bootstrap
www.gistnetwork.org/programs/gist-techconnects
Host a viewing group for the live broadcast from the US Department of State. Inform Aprille Raabe (araabe@ic2.utexas.
edu). Viewing groups provide entrepreneurs the opportunity to network and continue the discussion among themselves
after the event concludes—and are given priority to ask questions of the panelists during the live broadcast.
December 1-5, 2015 | JW Marriott, Austin, Texas
Defense Innovation Technology Acceleration Challenges: Defense Innovation Challenges
Join the nation’s largest gathering of defense innovation leadership, with more than 250 innovators pitching their energy,
medical, cyber, materials and systems solutions to key defense, security, intelligence, and investment programs. Austin
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Student Interns at the IC2 Institute

Luis Berga

Thomas Boswell

Shrestha Chowdhury

Ten student interns worked with the Institute (May through October)
• Luis Berga (ATI), Technology Commercialization, Option III (MSTC)
• Thomas Boswell (BBR), Latin American Studies, Plan II
• Shrestha Chowdhury (ATI | Clean Energy), Business Administration
(MBA)
• Ethan Lee (GCG), Technology Commercialization, Option III (MSTC)
• Matias Pasch (BBR) Religious Studies, graduated May 2015 (photo not
available)
• Shanmukha S. Potti (GCG), Technology Commercialization, Option III
(MSTC)
• Raahul Ramakrishnan (ATI), MD Candidate, Baylor College of Medicine
• Kimberly Routt (IC2 Institute) Psychology, graduated May 2015
• Marc Stevens (ATI), Technology Commercialization, Option III (MSTC)
• Hubbard Uhlhorn (IC2 Institute), Business/Plan II Honor Program
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